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The first mention of acoustic comfort in relation to building 

acoustics was used by Cummins (1978) [3]. Rindel and Rasmu-

ssen (1995) [4] characterize acoustic comfort as (1) Absence 

of unwanted sound (2) Presence of wanted sound of the de-

sired level and quality (3) Opportunities for acoustic activities 

without annoying or disturbing other people without being 

heard by unauthorized persons.

The study conducted between 1992 and 1994 by Grimwood 

(1997)[5] showed that people living in buildings with poor 

sound insulation reported not only annoyance of the noise co-

ming from neighbors but also a level of concern about some 

of their behavior being the source of noise for other members 

of the dwelling e.g. This indicates that poor sound insulation 

can be a potential source of conflict, but also a restricting fac-

tor on residents’ behavior. [6].

Some studies that investigated acoustic comfort in building 

acoustics used ISO/TS 15666 assessment of noise annoyance 

using social and socio-acoustic surveys. This type of survey is 

restricted to obtaining the information about the annoyance 

”at home”, so it can be viewed as an in-situ measurement of the 

perceptual evaluation of sound insulation. The main benefit of 

this type of survey is that the results always convey real-life 

situations, it is not an artificially constructed situation. This can 

help determine what type of problem actually requires a solu-

tion and what is its level of priority.

On the other hand, their downside is that they are restricted 

to a single listening environment without an option to make 

comparisons with any other wall or ceiling material or confi-

guration. Also, since the survey is made by asking participants 

about their everyday experiences, the results are prone to a lot 

of unwanted noise in the results data (e.g. their memory, rela-

tionship with the neighbors and the neighborhood, physical 

and mental state of the participant at the time of the survey,...). 

In recent years, the subjective evaluation of sound insulation 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Acoustics has been a part of human civilization for thousands 

of years, which can be seen in amphitheaters of ancient Gre-

ek and Rome, but also in even older structures like the Stone-

henge [1]. These structures have mainly been used as ritual or 

entertainment establishments and throughout history mostly 

the higher class was the one with enough time and resources 

that its everyday existential and security struggles were negli-

gible enough to even consider thinking about acoustics. Since 

most of their dwellings were made of stone or wood, it can be 

assumed that they did not have many problems with sound 

insulation at the time. It was not until the rapid technologi-

cal expansion and migration of people to higher density areas 

that the first serious steps into modern building acoustics took 

place.

With the industrial revolution and new technology, the stan-

dard of living became higher, and at the half of the 20th centu-

ry the middle class could afford a better standard of living than 

the higher class one century ago; but with the movement of 

the working force from the villages to the big industrial cities 

in the search for better life and job, people started occupying 

multi-family housing. The new living environment brought up 

new challenges, of which the common one was the question 

of sufficient sound insulation between dwellings. The first  

ISO norms that addressed this question were for measuring 

and rating of sound insulation in 1968 and in 1978 respective-

ly, with their latest installments being ISO 10140 and ISO 717 

standards.

Most multi-family buildings are, even today, built using con-

crete or masonry wall constructions and they are the most ex-

plored materials in building acoustics. With the popularization 

of modern lightweight constructions, that began during the 

late 20th century, new problems were reported, especially in 

the frequency range below 100Hz, which was not part of the 

spectrum that was used for the calculation of standard single-

-number quantities at the time. [2]
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multi-channel loudspeaker system reproduction for Ambiso-

nics and headphone reproduction for binaural. The idea is to 

focus on the part of the listening test methodology that looks 

at the advantages and disadvantages of using a 3D audio re-

production system compared to much simpler and less expen-

sive headphones setups for listening tests and what situations 

would be appropriate to use one or the other.

This is by no means meant as an extensive tutorial on this to-

pic, but just an overview of fundamental considerations about 

the sound reproduction system for this type of listening tests, 

and also some of the available listening test tools and stan-

dards used today in listening tests are mentioned as well.

2. WHY TO EVEN DO LISTENING TEST?

Sound is a very multidimensional phenomenon. Some of its pr-

operties are purely physical and can be measured in the form 

of speed, air pressure amplitude, velocity, or acceleration, the 

same as concepts like loudness, intensity, energy, pitch, timbre 

[14]. Nonetheless, human perception of sound and the influ-

ence of sound on people is a much more complex problem 

[15]. Unfortunately, it is still not possible to put a metering 

device directly on listeners and get a specific number out of 

it, although the popularity of research of measuring EEG [16], 

EKG [17], and other physiological signals responses on audio 

stimuli have been on the rise in the last a couple of decades.

The alternative way of assessing how listeners perceive audio 

is to ask them directly to quantify their experience. This is the 

most common form of perceptual evaluation that often takes 

the form of a formal listening test [15]. Although testing of au-

dio quality and other properties of sound reproduction sys-

tems have been existing in some form of listening tests ever 

since the first ”Mr. Watson, come here. I want to see you.” that 

was said at Graham Bell’s Lab, many improvements in the lis-

tening test methodology have been made over time. Since all 

listening tests have to take into consideration the uncertainty 

of the measurement linked with the human factor, it is a field 

of science that is still being explored extensively.

3. AMBISONICS

3.1. What is Ambisonics?

“Ambisonics is a method of codifying a sound field conside-

ring its directional properties. In traditional multi-channel audio  

(e.g., stereo, 5.1 and 7.1 surround) each channel has the signal co-

rresponding to a given loudspeaker. Instead, in Ambisonics each 

channel has information about certain physical properties of the 

acoustic field, such as the pressure or the acoustic velocity.” [18]

Ambisonics is a full-sphere surround sound format. In lis-

tening test application Ambisonics is usually used with a  

multi-channel reproduction system that consists of speakers 

placed around the listening sweet spot in the listening plane, 

but also on the floor and the ceiling. An example of a listening 

room enhanced with an Ambisonics system can be found in 

[19].

has been investigated using listening tests in controlled labo-

ratory conditions ([7-10]). A controlled environment provides 

opportunities to test some of the aspects of sound insulation 

more precisely with the possibility to test different configura-

tions without moving a person to another room. Even if it is 

possible to organize the movement of the participant to a new 

dwelling, that would still be a problem because changing the 

visual stimuli of the listener could also influence our audio per-

ception which would again introduce unwanted uncertainties 

to the test. 

The negative aspect of listening tests is that the aesthetic of 

the laboratory environment usually does not resemble living 

room conditions. That makes it impossible to investigate the 

level of annoyance of noises because they are situation de-

pendent i.e. the same sound stimuli could provide the biggest 

pleasure while in other situations it would be painful and an-

noying to listen to (e.g. a loud rock or pop song on a live con-

cert or a party vs. relaxing or high focus situations). Instead, 

different types of comparison of audio samples are used for as 

well as a semantic differential test. [2]

Other important considerations for listening tests in building 

acoustics are the sufficiently low background noise, proper 

acquisition and preparation of the listening samples, and the 

choice of the reproduction system. Background noise in the 

listening space should not exceed 10dB below the lowest level 

of the quietest stimuli in each third-octave band [2]. Samples 

should be acquired in such a way that it is possible to reprodu-

ce it faithfully, but also that it represents the worst-case scena-

rio in the examined situation (e.g. the heel walking in case of 

impact noise listening tests [11]).

Finally, the choice of the sound reproduction system in these 

types of experiments have not been studied extensively, but 

there are still some intuitive general requirements that should 

be considered. Two main choices are either headphones or 

some configuration of loudspeakers. The type of reproduc-

tion system should cover the entire frequency range present 

in the stimuli signal, so there is no loss of information across 

the spectrum. Calibration of the system should also be done to 

achieve a flat frequency response. In case without the proper 

calibration it could happen that e.g. while comparing perce-

ived loudness of walking noise of different floor configurati-

ons one of the samples has a resonance at 100Hz and another 

one at 80Hz, with the system having a dip in the spectrum at 

100Hz, the listener would probably asses that the 80Hz sample 

is louder, even if that is objectively not the case, due to the 

unbalanced reproduction system.

Some studies have shown that there is not a significant dif-

ference between the usage of headphones and 3D audio re-

production systems while conducting listening tests [12-13]. 

Nonetheless, the research questions investigated in those 

studies have been broadly stated and have not regarded the 

listening tests conducted in the research of acoustic comfort, 

which includes the subjective evaluation of sound insulation.

This article presents a partial overview of the benefits and 

downsides of Ambisonics and binaural formats for performing 

listening tests. Although Ambisonics can be decoded even 

into a binaural format, the comparison considered is mostly 

made between the basic reproduction of the two formats: 
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headphones. Fully immersive surround sound which would 

mean that the sound is heard by the listener from every di-

rection, 360 degrees and up and down directions. Perceived 

spatial localization properties can be improved by the ro-

tation of the head [37]. A relatively small number of audio 

channels is needed to describe complete surround sound  

spatial audio. [22]. Ambisonic formats are independent of the 

reproduction system; i.e. an Ambisonics signal can be decoded 

to any loudspeaker configuration or for binaural or transaural 

rendering [38-41].

3.3.2. Cons: Complexity of equipment for reproduction sys-

tem, complexity of calibration process, larger file sizes, diffe-

rent conversions, specialized room, cost.

4. BINAURAL

Localization in binaural audio is achieved by perceiving diffe-

rences in the timing and volume of sound waves hitting two 

human ears. Considering hardware requirements, binaural lis-

tening tests are fairly simple and just require headphones.

The beginnings of the binaural reproduction format happe-

ned in 1933 when one of the divisions of Bell laboratories de-

monstrated a dummy human head with microphones in the 

ears. The signals from these being played directly back into the 

hearer’s ears using headphones. Around the same time, a Co-

nnecticut radio station broadcasted several shows in binaural 

stereo, using two separate radio frequencies - the listener had 

to use two separate radios to feed two earphones. Although 

the idea of binaural recording is attractive, it turns out to have 

very variable effectiveness for different people, and to be un-

suitable for playback through loudspeakers. For these reasons, 

it has remained rather a niche approach to recording for many 

years [42].

Nowadays research is still done considering binaural formats, 

e.g. in the field of Television and film. Lopez et. al. [43] are de-

veloping ways of enhancing accessibility for TV and film for 

the visually impaired.

4.1. HRTFs vs Mono or Stereo headphone signals, transaural

There is an important difference that must be made be-

tween simple stereo or mono headphone signal, and binaural 

signals. Stereo and mono headphone signals are made by just 

simple reproduction of audio signals over the headphone spe-

akers, the same way as it would be reproduced over regular 

speakers. In the case of binaural reproduction, the signals ei-

ther need to be modified before reproduction or they need to 

be recorded with a head and torso simulator i.e. dummy head.

Modifications of the regular audio signal for binaural repro-

duction are best made by convoluting them with an appropri-

ate head-related transfer function (HRTF). Head-related trans-

fer functions are impulse responses recorded with a dummy 

head that have microphones mounted inside the ear canal 

and with the source signal coming from different directions. 

The set of HRTFs can be made by rotating the dummy head 

with 1 degree or similar steps in the horizontal plane, but also 

with a bit more complex rotation in the vertical direction.

The fundamental theory of Ambisonics can be divided into a 

couple of basic principles: 

3.1.1. At zeroth-order: Ambisonics has information about the 

pressure field at the origin (recording of an omnidirectional 

microphone at the origin). The channel for the pressure field is 

conventionally called W.

3.1.2. At first-order: Ambisonics adds information about the 

acoustic velocity at the origin (recording of three figure-of-

-eight microphones at the origin, along each one of the axis). 

These channels are called X, Y, Z. Following the Euler equation, 

the velocity vector is proportional (up to some equalization) 

to the gradient of the pressure field along each one of the axis.

3.1.3. At second and higher-order: Ambisonics adds infor-

mation about higher-order derivatives of the pressure field. 

[18] The ambisonics recording is usually recorded with a spe-

cialized 4 channel microphone which provides an A format 

recording. That kind of microphone usually has four capsu-

les placed in a tetrahedron configuration, e.g. RODE NT-SF1 

microphone. Ambisonics A format corresponds to the direct 

recordings of each of the four capsules of the microphone. 

Ambisonics recordings are never kept in the A format but are 

rather transformed into a B format. B format also has four cha-

nnels, but it corresponds to the omnidirectional information 

(W), and three directional channels where each channel holds 

the information about one of the axes (X, Y, Z). Although this 

gives the complete information about the spatial sound, befo-

re playback, B format must be recorded into C, D or G formats 

that carry signal information for each of the loudspeaker cha-

nnels of the reproduction system.

3.2 In which fields and situations is it used?

Although Ambisonics had its beginnings with Michael Ger-

zon in the 1970s [20] with the basic principles dating all the 

way back to the 1930s [21], it was not met with commercial 

success at that time. During the 1990s the theory of higher-or-

der Ambisonics (HOA) was founded, which brought new light 

on to Ambisonics format, and it remains a topic of research in 

the academic community today [22]. Lately, Ambisonics found 

new applications with the increasing popularity of virtual rea-

lity [23-24] but also as a sound reproduction system for liste-

ning tests [8]. It was even used as a format of audio distributi-

on for different venues and broadcasts in real-time [25]

The growing internet community opened a new possibility to 

experience virtual reality (VR) enhanced with surround sound. 

Platforms such as Youtube [26], Google [27], Facebook [28] 

started creating a framework for VR which would include and 

allow integration of spatial audio.

Furthermore, audio production companies started the deve-

lopment of tools for easier manipulation and transformation 

of spatial audio signals that can be easily used with existing 

digital audio workstations (DAWs) with a similar workflow as a 

traditional production of audio, which is supporting a smoo-

ther transition to novice technologies [29-36].

3.3 Pros and cons of Ambisonics

3.3.1. Pros: Bigger potential number of participants at the 

same time. Real feel of the situation, i.e. people do not usu-

ally sit at home in an empty room and listen to sounds on 
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5. STANDARDS

In the field of audio, a number of standards or recommendati-

ons cover a wide range of topics, from measurement devices 

through to perceptual evaluation methods for telecommuni-

cations or audio systems. They try to provide information on 

the best-agreed practice for performing listening tests. Stan-

dards do not always suggest the most advanced method, just 

the best-agreed method. Standards are always application-

-oriented and should not be used interchangeably. Although 

it is always a possibility to take a core idea of a standard and 

modify it to a specific need, at that point, it cannot be called a 

standardized measurement anymore. [15], [47]

The standardization of listening tests has not gotten yet to 

the point where specific attributes of the test are stated. In 

the case of a listening test where more advanced and complex 

methods need to be used, there are many other studies that 

could be referenced for their methodology (e.g. [48]). Key or-

ganizations are ITU-R and ITU-T.

5.1 ITU-T telecommunication applications 

Focused on telecommunication applications, i.e. speech 

codecs, echo cancellers, etc. Speech oriented, Mean Opinion 

Score (MOS) based, a mostly narrowband (300 Hz – 3400 Hz), 

or wideband (100 Hz – 7000 Hz), the usual number of naive 

assessors is from 12 up to 36. Covers several methods such as 

Absolute category rating (ACR), Comparison category rating 

(CCR), Degradation category rating (DCR). Key standard ITU-T 

P.800. [15]

5.2 ITU-R Radio communication section 

Audio applications, e.g. audio codecs, basic audio quality 

(BAQ) based, full band audio applications (20 Hz – 20000 Hz), a 

usual number of expert assessors is 20. Key standards are ITU-

-R BS.1116-1 and BS.1534-1. [15]

5.3 Current key standards and recommendations for per-

forming listening tests

5.3.1 ITU-T Recommendation P.800: [49]

Absolute category rating (ACR): single stimulus method, de-

pendent variable (5–point categorical scale: listening quality, 

listening effort, loudness preference), Independent variables 

(system/codec, speech sample, talker gender, sentence, liste-

ning level), naive subjects (24-36), ANOVA based analysis.

Comparison category rating (CCR): paired comparison, hid-

den reference, dependent variable (7–point categorical scale), 

independent variables (system/codec, speech sample, talker), 

naive subjects (24–36), ANOVA based analysis.

Degradation category rating (DCR): fixed reference paired 

comparison, dependent variable (5–point degradation cate-

gorical scale), independent variables (system/codec, speech 

sample, talker, background), naive subjects (32), ANOVA based 

analysis.

5.3.2 ITU-R Recommendation BS.1116-1 ABC/HR: [50] 

Evaluation of small impairment (only), double-blind triple 

stimulus hidden reference, dependent variable (5–point con-

tinuous rating scale: basic audio quality, stereophonic image 

Transaural rendering can also be made by using basic binaural 

configuration but enhancing it with crosstalk cancellation so it 

can be played back over a pair of speakers. This technology is 

used in aixCAVE at RWTH Aachen University [44].

4.2. Head-tracking

“Head-tracking is a software application that monitors a user’s 

head position and orientation. It is often used alongside face and 

eye tracking to help and improve human-computer interaction 

(HCI). Head tracking is often used to simulate the experience of 

freely looking around in virtual (VR) or augmented reality (AR), 

allowing the user to experience an immersive and natural way to 

look around in virtual environments. There are a couple of me-

thods used for head tracking. Screen quality and head-tracking 

responsiveness are some of the most significant user experience 

differentiators between high-end headsets, like Oculus Rift, and 

low-end headsets and smartphone holding designs like Google 

Cardboard. Devices that use smartphones often rely on phone 

accelerometers and gyroscopes. High-end headsets have more 

accurate tracking with precise sensors, along with other systems 

including infrared LEDs, cameras, and magnetometers. Because 

head tracking in AR or VR can simulate real-life experiences, it 

can fool the brain even better than standard viewing for more 

engaging and immersive user experience.“ [45]

With head tracking information it is possible to choose an 

appropriate HRTF that would not rotate an entire sound field 

but would just allow the listener to move its head during a lis-

tening test, which would give a more realistic and immersive 

feeling to the listening experience.

4.3 Pros and cons of binaural

Since every experiment and application has its specific set of 

requirements, it must be mentioned that some of pros and/or 

cons are situation-dependent, this list gives very generalized 

information.

4.3.1. Pros: In its basic form, a binaural listening test is not 

as budget consuming as other audio reproduction options. 

Also, the availability of the system is one of its benefits be-

cause headphones are basically part of every household. Lis-

tening test rooms that use headphones are usually much less 

expensive than specialized rooms with specialized multi-cha-

nnel systems. In the case where there is no specific need for an 

extremely controlled setup, the experimenters are able to dis-

tribute the listening test online to subjects all over the globe, 

and that way more participants can be reached, and the data 

set can be much more representing of a general population.

4.3.2. Cons: Downsides of binaural would definitely inclu-

de a limitation of a natural feeling concerning localization 

because it is either needed for the head of the participant to 

remain fixed or to use head tracking with a set of HRTF, which 

raises the complexity of the system. In the case where there is 

a movement of the head, a head-tracking enhancement of the 

system should be engaged. 

Headphone positioning variability presents a big problem 

considering the repeatability of experiments conducted with 

headphones and binaural [46]. 
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Tab. 1a: Comparison of the listening test tools [52]

Tab. 1b: Comparison of the listening test tools [52]

7. CONCLUSION

The subjective evaluation of sound insulation is a young 

branch of building acoustics, but a very important one. With 

more people living in multi-family dwellings and with the 

growing number of materials and configurations of walls and 

floors being investigated today it is necessary to also have re-

liable measurement methodology that would help study the 

perception of its final user, which are in this case the people 

living inside of those walls. The universally agreed methods of 

measurement and threshold levels are still being discussed by 

the acousticians working in this field and still need to be agre-

ed upon[63].

As can be seen, both Ambisonics and binaural approach in 

listening test design has some benefits, but also some down-

sides. Future work will focus on further investigating their dif-

ferences with the goal of finding more specific situations and 

examples in which it would be beneficial to use one instead 

of the other. Furthermore, the possibility of expansion of bi-

naural headphone reproduction with a low-frequency subwo-

ofer could give us the best of both worlds, having simplicity of 

the setup with also the low-frequency vibrations being heard 

throughout the listener’s body.

The position of the low-frequency subwoofer in the listening 

room is one of the still open questions that would require fur-

ther research [15].

Further insight into general preparation, setup, and analysis 

of listening tests can be found in [15], and a bigger focus on 

listening tests of sound insulation can be found in chapters 6, 

7 and 8 of [2].

 

quality, front image quality, impression of surround quality), 

independent variables (system/codec, programme, subject), 

expert assessors (20 with defined selection process), ANOVA 

based analysis. Listening room definition and loudspeaker 

setup definition.

5.3.3 ITU-R Recommendation BS.1534-1 MUSHRA: [51] 

Double-blind multi-stimulus with hidden reference and hi-

dden anchors, dependent variable (0–100 continuous quality 

scale with 5 equal intervals, basic audio quality, stereophonic 

image quality, from image quality, impression of surround 

quality), independent variables (system/codec, programme, 

subject), partially screen subjects (more than 20).

6. LISTENING TEST TOOLS

Several tools for the design of listening tests have been develo-

ped over the years. “When performing listening tests, audio sti-

muli are to be presented to subjects and their responses are to 

be collected. While these steps can be performed manually, this 

is a highly complex, time-consuming, and very error-prone app-

roach. Nowadays, computer-based systems are available to au-

tomate stimulus presentation and/or data collection, avoiding 

most of the limitations associated with a manual procedure. Such 

software tools are highly desirable in listening test work to lighten 

the burden on the experimenter and also to provide better cont-

rol over the experiment. This latter aspect leads to a reduction in 

experimental error, as well as providing robustness. Additionally, 

using a computer-based system allows for similar experiments 

to be perfectly duplicated or repeated at different locations or 

times.” [15]

Knowledge and use of these tools can save precious develo-

pment time and money during the experimental design. Alt-

hough some of them have templates for a lot of listening tests, 

some of the tools can be modified to a specific need.

The most popular and advanced listening test tools are:

ITU-T P.800 ACR

A side by side comparison of some of these listening test tools 

can be found in table 1a and 1b.

Toolbox APE BeaqlesJS HULTI-GEN MUSHRAM

Language MATLAB JS MAX MATLAB

Remote (+) +

MUSHRA (ITU-R BS. 1534) + + +

APE +

Rank Scale +

Likert Scale +

ABC/HR (ITU-R BS. 1116) +

-50 to 50 Bipolar with Reference +

ACR Scale (ITU-T P.800) +

DCR Scale (ITU-T P.800) +

CCRating Scale (ITU-T P.800) +

9 Point Hedonic Category Rating Scale +

ITU-R 5 Continuous Impairment Scale +

Pairwise / AB Test +

Multi-Attribute Ratings +

ABX Test + +

Toolbox Scale WhisPER WAET STEP GuineaPig

Language MATLAB MATLAB JS Linux

Remote +

MUSHRA (ITU-R BS. 1534) + +

APE +

Rank Scale + +

Likert Scale +

ABC/HR (ITU-R BS. 1116) + + +

-50 to 50 Bipolar with Reference +

 ACR Scale (ITU-T P.800) + +

DCR Scale (ITU-T P.800) + +

CCRating Scale (ITU-T P.800) + +

9 Point Hedonic Category Rating Scale +

ITU-R 5 Continuous Impairment Scale +

Pairwise / AB Test + +

Multi-Attribute Ratings +

ABX Test + + +

Adaptive Psychophysical methods +

Repetory Grid Technique +

Semantic Differential + + +

n-Alternative Forced Choice +
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